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Linear Complexity Assertions for Sorting 
Nirmal R. Saxena, Member, IEEE. and Edward J. McCluskey, Fellow, IEEE 

Abstruct- Correctness of the execution of sorting programs 
can be checked by two assertions: the order assertion and the 
permutation assertion. The order assertion checks if the sorted 
data is in ascending or descending order. The permutation 
assertion checks if the output data produced by sorting is a 
permutation of the original input data. Permutation and order 
assertions are sufficient for the detection of errors in the execution 
of sorting programs; however, in terms of execution time these 
assertions cost the same as sorting programs. An assertion, 
called the order-sum assertion, that has lower execution cost 
than sorting programs is derived from permutation and order 
assertions. The reduction in cost is achieved at the expense of 
incomplete checking. Some metrics are derived to quantify the 
effectiveness of order-sum assertion under various error models. 
A natural connection between the effectiveness of the order- 
sum assertion and the partition theory of numbers is shown. 
Asymptotic formulae for partition functions are derived. 

Index Terms- Sorting, assertions, error checking, partitions, 
testing, control-flow errors, data errors, watchdog checker. 

I .  INTRODUCTION 
RRORS in the execution of computer programs can be E classified into two categories: control-flow errors [7] 

and data errors [3]. Control-flow e n ”  are errors that cause 
an execution of incorrect sequence of program or machine 
instructions. Temporary or permanent failures in program 
counter hardware, address translation buffers, and address 
computation units are some causes of control-flow errors. Dura 
errors are errors that cause incorrect computation of final or 
intermediate results during program or machine instruction 
execution. Temporary or permanent failures in computation 
units like adders, in transmission units like busses, in storage 
units like registers and random access memory (RAM) are 
some causes of data errors. Fig. 1 illustrates the error checking 
environment and distinguishes the terms algorithm, program, 
and execution used in this paper. An al~qorithm is a formal 
procedural description. Algorithms are often described using 
mathematical constructs or high-level languages. A program 
is an implementation of an algorithm using high-level or 
machine instruction programming languages. Execution is an 
interpretation of a program and often uses hardware units like 
microprocessors. The error checking mechanisms described in 
this paper pertain to errors (as shown in Fig. 1 )  that happen 
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Fig. 1 Error checking environment 

during program implementation and program execution. The 
watchdog checker does error checking during or after program 
execution. The implementation of watchdog checker could 
be in software or hardware and is usually less complex 
than the program implementation or the execution hardware. 
Although the techniques described in this paper to some extent 
verify algorithmic correctness, the verification of algorithmic 
correctness is outside the scope of this paper. 

The distinction between data errors and control-flow errors 
is important because not all data errors cause a change 
in the control-flow of programs. The detection mechanisms 
for control-flow errors often depend only on the machine 
instruction set architecture and the implementation of the 
execution hardware and not on the nature of algorithms solved 
by computer programs. Control-flow checking mechanisms 
have been proposed and studied by several researchers (for 
a survey see [7]). The mechanisms for detecting data errors, 
however, are dependent on the nature of algorithms imple- 
mented by computer programs. For example, to certify that an 
implementation of addition algorithm produces correct results 
it  is important to have knowledge about some properties of 
the addition operation. Algorithm dependent mechanisms to 
detect data errors have been proposed [ 2 ] ,  [5] for various 
algorithms. 

In this paper an assertion is proposed to detect data errors 
during the execution of sorting algorithms. An asserfion 
is a statement of truth about some property of the object 
under investigation. To derive assertions the following sorting 
algorithm model is assumed. The input data is an array of 
words denoted by Ll = b l ,  0 2 .  . . . . The sorting algorithm 
produces an array of sorted words denoted by A = sort(B). 
Here -4 = (11 .  u2. . . . . a,, and a 1  2 0.2 2 . . . u , ~ .  The ordering 
relation depends on the type of data words. The magnitude 
of CL, and b i  is bounded by 0 5 a , .  b, 5 r n ,  where 711 

is a positive integer and is determined by the type of data 
words. The analysis presented in this paper assumes that 
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Data B 
2.1.43 
2,1,43 

2.1.4.3 

2,1,4,3 

2,151.3 

the data words are unsigned integers. Extensions to other 
data types are possible and this is discussed in the summary 
section. 

The following is an if and only if assertion [8] for sorting 
algorithms. 
(VA? B) { A  = sort(B) i fand only if order(A) and permute 

The order assertion, order(A), verifies the property that 
the resulting data A is sorted. The permute assertion, 
permute(A, B), verifies that the resulting data A is a 
permutation of the input data B. The complexity of the 
order assertion is O(n) .  The complexity of the permute 
assertion is O ( n )  log n. This complexity is not acceptable 
in a watchdog checker [ 111, [7] based mechanism because 
the implementation of permute assertion requires the same 
complexity as that of the sorting algorithm. The use of 
the order assertion has been considered earlier [2], [ 5 ] ,  
[6] and has also been implemented in flight-software [6]. 
However, the effectiveness of the order assertion has not 
been quantified. The effectiveness of the order assertion under 
various error models is analyzed and quantified in this paper. 
Some pathological cases are also demonstrated where the 
order assertion fails to be effective. In addition, an assertion 
based on the sum function [lo] is derived from the permute 
assertion and its complexity is O(n) .  The function sum(A) 
is the arithmetic sum of ut .  The following assertion is easy 
to prove: 

( A . B ) )  

Dnta A 
nfter 

sorting Sum(A)=Sum(B) Order(A) Comments 

4.32.1 True True Emorfreeresults 
3,3,2,1 False True Error detected by sum assertion 

and not detected by order asser- 
tion 

4.3.13 True False Error detected by order assertion 
and not detected by sum asser- 
tion 

aSSertiOllS 

sum assertions 

3,2.12 False False Error detected by order and sum 

4,232 TNe True Error not detected by order and 

(VA, B){if permute(A, B) then sum(A) = sum(B)} 

The following assertions also easily follow: 
Order Assertion: 

then order(A)} 
Sum Assertion: 

then sum(A) = sum(B) } 
Order-Sum Assertion: 

then order(A) 
and sum(A) = sum(@ }. 

(‘JA; B){if A = sort(B), 

(VA.B){ if A = sort(B), 

(VA. B){ if A = sort(B), 

These assertions can be proved by using results in [8]. The 
results produced by the sorting program are verified by the 
watchdog checker using the order and the sum assertions. It is 
possible that some erroneous results generated by a sorting 
program are not detected by order or sum assertions. The 
examples in Table I illustrate this. 

This paper examines and quantifies the effectiveness of us- 
ing order and order-sum assertions under certain error models. 
The effectiveness of error detection using the sum assertion 
can be derived from earlier reported results [ 121 and therefore 
is not presented in this paper. The implementation of the order 
assertion only requires the knowledge of ordering relation. 
In this respect the order assertion has an implementation 
advantage over the sum assertion because the sum assertion 
requires precomputed value of the sum of array B. 

It is intuitively clear that combining two different assertions 
yields better error detection coverage than any single assertion. 
Section I1 illustrates the importance of enhancing the error 

__ 
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TABLE I 
EXAMPLES OF ERROR DETECTION SCENARIOS BY ORDER AND SUM ASSERTIONS 

detection capabilities of the order assertion by using order- 
sum assertion. The rest of the paper presents analysis of error 
detection capability of these assertions. 

11. ENHANCING ORDER ASSERTION 
BY ORDER-SUM ASSERTION 

In this section, by way of example, some pathological error 
situations are presented where the order assertion fails to detect 
any error. 

Scenario I :  The most primitive operations in any sorting 
program are the compare and exchange of data words b, and 
b j  (Vi , , j  and i # j E { 1 ,2 ;  .. . , n}) .  Let the initial data be 
B = b l r b 2 , h 3 , b 4  = 1,1,2,3.  Suppose the data word bl in 
the presence of some temporary failure (bit errors in stor- 
age elements) is converted from 1 to 3 before the compare 
and exchange operations. If no other temporary failure occurs 
after the failure that corrupted b l ,  then the result of the 
sorting program will be A = 3 , 3 , 2 , 1 .  Clearly, this error is 
not detected by the order assertion. In fact, any error that 
corrupts the data words bi prior to compare and exchange 
operations will not be detected by the order assertion. Other 
scenarios also can be constructed where errors occur during 
the compare and exchange operation and these errors are not 
detected by the order assertion. These scenarios provide a 
reasonable justification for using other assertions like the sum 
or the order-sum assertions. 

Scenario 2: In general, the most significant bits in the data 
words bi usually decide the ordering relation of the data. This 
is particularly true for unsigned integer data types. Given this 
fact, if errors corrupt the low-order or the least significant 
bits in the data words (during computation or transmission) it 
is likely that the order assertion does not detect these errors. 
The example in Table I1 illustrates this. The original error-free 
sorted data is 5, 3, 2, 1. Table I1 shows the results for the 
sorted array with single or multiple data word errors in their 
least significant bit positions (bit 0). 

From Table 11, the order assertion fails to detect least 
significant bit errors in 11 out of 15 cases; whereas, the sum 
assertion fails to detect 3 out of 15 cases and the order-sum 
assertion does not detect 2 out of 15 error cases. In this 
example, the order-sum assertion offers at least a factor of 
5 improvement in the error detection capability of the order 
assertion. 
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Location of Errors 
Error Free 

TABLE I1 
ERROR IhJECTIOIL IN THE LEAST-SIGNIFICANT BIT OF DATA WORDS 

Data Words Order Sum Order-Sum 
a1,a2,aj,a4 Assertion Assertion Assertion 

5.32.1 True True True 

Error in Word 2 
Error in Word 3 
Error in Word 4 

1 Error in Word 1 I 4.32.1 I True I False I False I 
5 2 1 J  True False False 
53,3.1 True False False 
521.0 True False False 

Error in Words 1.3 
Error in Words 1,4 
Error in Words 2.3 

I Error in Words 12 I 4 2 2 . 1  I True I False I False 

43.3.1 True True True 
4,32,0 True False False 
523 .1  False True False 

Error in Words 11,3 
Error in Words 1,2,4 
b r  in Words 13.4 
Error in Words 2.3.4 
Error in Words 12.3.4 

Error in Words 2,4 I 52,2,0 lTrue I False ]False 
Error in Words 3.4 I 5.3.3.0 [True ITrue [True 

42,3,1 False False False 
412,O True False False 
4,3.3,0 True False False 
52.3.0 False False False 
42.3.0 False False False 

The rest of the paper presents analytical and experimental 
analysis of the effectiveness of order and order-sum assertions 
under certain error models. 

111. SINGLE-WORD ERRORS 

Single-word errors in arrays A are assumed in this section. 
This model can be justified by considering several scenarios 
during the execution of sorting algorithms. For example, a 
temporary failure occurs in a register that stores one of the 
words of data during compare and exchange operations in 
the sorting algorithm. It is assumed that errors in a word 
are arbitrary and can change it  to any integer value within 
the bounds of finite-precision. Experimental analysis of other 
restricted error models is presented in the sections that follow. 
The following theorem quantifies the effectiveness of using 
the order assertion under the single-word error model. 

Theorem I: If an array A has a single-word error and this 
error can occur in any of the 71 words then there are 7 n + u 1  -arL 
single-word errors that preserve order( A) .  

Proof. There are two cases to be considered: 
Case 1: (Errors in u1 or a,). The number of possible 

erroneous u1 such that order(A) is preserved is *vi - 112. This 
is because a1 can assume any value in the range [ u z , ~ ] .  
Similarly, the number of possible erroneous U, such that 
order(A) is preserved is U, - 1. 

Case2:  (Errors in n j . 2  5 i 5 71, - 1). The number 
of possible erroneous or such that order(A) is preserved is 
( i t - 1  - ar+1. 

Adding Case 1 and Case 2, the total number of single-word 
errors that preserve order(A) is given by 

(summation simplified by telescoping the sum). 

single-word errors that preserve order(r2) is 2 r r i .  
Corollary I :  The least upper bound on the number of 

Proof; Clearly, the maximum value occurs when a 1  = TI, 
and a,  = 0. 

Example I :  Let m = 9 - 7 1  = 4, and A = 7,5.4.3.a1 = 7 
and U,, = 3.  There are 711 + a1 - U , ,  = 9 + 7 - 3 = 13 single- 
word error arrays that preserve order(A). The following is an 
enumeration of these arrays: The words in bold font represent 
the words in error. 

9,5,4,3 7,7,4,3 7,5,5,3 7,5,4,4 
8,.5,4,3 7,6,4,3 7,5,3,3 7,5,4,2 
6,5,4,3 7,4,4,3 7 ,5 ,4,1 
5,5,4,3 7,5,4,0 

Given an assertion and an error model, the aliasing fraction 
is the fraction of undetected errors. There are rn71 possible 
single-word errors, therefore the aliasing fraction is w. 
The worst case aliasing fraction is f (follows from Corollary 
1). If the order-sum assertion is used then the aliasing fraction 
for single-word errors is zero. Actually, in the single-word 
error model the sum assertion alone will guarantee zero 
aliasing fraction. This should be obvious because a single- 
word error in array A will cause sum(A) to be different from 
sum(B). Error detection fraction is the fraction of detected 
errors; and by definition, it is equal to one minus aliasing 
fraction. 

IV. DOUBLE-WORD ERRORS 

Double-word errors can occur in any two words in the 
data array and errors within a word are assumed equally 
likely. Theorems 2 and 3 enumerate the number of possible 
undetected double-word errors when the order and the order- 
sum assertions are used respectively. 

Theorem 2: If the order assertion is used then the number of 
undetected double-word errors in array A = 0~1. u2. . . . . art is 

U; + (1: - 

+ J(a0 + a1 - a,, + a2 - U,-1) 2 
- %((Lo + a1 - UlL--2 - a71-1) 

- ( m  + 2 U l  + U 2  - u,-1 - 2u,) 

+ o , + l ( Q - l  - ( L L + 2 ) .  

n - 2  

1=1 

Here (LO = m. 
Proof: The number of undetectable double-word errors 

can be partitioned into two classes: 
1) errors in adjacent words, 
2 )  errors in nonadjacent words. 
First, we will count class 1 )  errors. Let the error locations 

be j . j  + 1 corresponding to errors in words a,,oj+1. Let 
" ( 3 )  be the number of ways of choosing U ~ . U ) + ~  such 
that a3-1 2 U: 2 2 u 3 + 2 .  Now consider length- 
two monotone sequence h 1 . 1 1 2 ,  where 111 = U: - a,,+2 and 
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h2 = - aJ+2. Clearly, 0 5 h l ,  hz 5 a3-1 - a,+2. By 
definition, the number of such length-two monotone sequences 
is C ( j ) .  From the results in Theorem 4, it easily follows that 4,4,4,1 4,3,3,3 4,4,2,2 3,3,3,1 

4,4,3,1 4,3,3,2 4,4,2,0 3,3,1,1 
4,4,1,1 4,3,3,0 4,2,2,2 3,2,2,1 
4,2,1,1 4,3,1,0 4,2,2,0 2,2,2,1 
4,1,1,1 4,3,0,0 3,3,2,2, 

enumeration of these arrays: The words in bold font are the 
words that are error. 

C ( j )  = (aJ-1 - ;+2 + 2 ) .  

C ( j )  includes the case where there are single-word errors and 
the case of no errors. Double-word errors are precisely those 
situations where U: and are selected such that U: # a3 

The number of single-word errors included in C ( j )  are 
aJ-l - a3+2 + aJ - a3+1 (follows from results in Theorem 1 ) .  

The total number of double-word errors in class ( 1 )  is 

and a:+1 # %+1. 

n-1 

C ( C ( j )  - aj-1 + aj+z - aj + U j + l  - 1). 
j=1 

Here, a0 = m and an+l = 0. 
Next, we will count the number of double-word errors in 

class 2). Now assume that errors occur in two non-adjacent 
locations i and j corresponding to words ai and a j ,  where 
j 2 2+2. The number of ways ai can be in error is a;-1 -a;+l. 
Similarly the number of ways aj can be in error is aj-1 -a3+1. 

Given a fixed i ,  j can be selected from the range [ i  + 2 , .  . . , n]. 
Therefore, the number of double-word errors involving ai is 
given by 

(ai-1 - 

= (ai-1 - ai+l)(ai-l + az+2 - an) .  

Now total number of double-word errors in class 2) is given 
by 

71-2  

C(az-1- ah+l)(az+l+ a2+2 - a n ) .  
2 = 1  

Adding class 1) and class 2) cardinalities and after some 
algebraic simplification we have the total number of double- 
word errors that preserve the order assertion as 

6 
+-(a0 + a1 - a,  + a2 - G-1)  

-a,(no + a1 - an-2 - an-l)  
-(m + 2a1 + a2 - unPl - 2an) 

+ at+l(aL-l - uz+2). Q.E.D. 

2 

n-2 

z = 1  

3,3,2,0 
It is evident from Theorem 2 that the number of undetected 

double-word errors has a quadratic dependence on the data. 
Next, the effectiveness of the order-sum assertion under 

double-word errors is analyzed after the following definition. 
Definition 1: Function f ( n ,  m, k )  is the number of parti- 

tions of k into at most 71 parts such that each part is less than 
or equal to m. 

Details on the theory of partitions can be found in [l]. 
Theorem 3 gives the number of undetected double-word errors 
when the order-sum assertion is used. 

Theorem 3: 
If the order-sum assertion is used then the number of 

undetected double-word errors is 

n-1 

C ( f ( 2 ,  aj-1 - aj+2, aj  + U j + l  - 2a,+2) - 1) 
j=1 

n-2  ,n-i-l 

Here a0 = m and an+l = 0. 
Proof: The number of undetectable double-word errors 

by the order-sum assertion can be partitioned into two classes: 
1 )  errors in adjacent words, 
2) errors in non-adjacent words. 

First, we will count the number of undetectable double-word 
errors in class 1) .  Now consider errors in a,, aJ+l. The number 
of undetectable double-word errors in this case is the number 
of different ways of selecting U(, # aJ and # such 
that u,-1 2 ai 2 ai+1 2 a,+2 and U(, + = aJ + aJ+l. 
Now, let us use the length two monotone sequence hl ,  h2 
defined in the proof of Theorem 2. The monotone sequence 
should satisfy an additional constraint which is hl  + h2 = 
U ,  +a,+l-2aJ+2. The partitions of aJ +a,+l-2aJ+2 into two 
or less parts such that each part is not greater than aJPl - a3+2 

enumerates all the length two monotone sequences satisfying 
the above constraints and also the case where no error occurs 
in a, and aJ+l (single-word errors are automatically excluded 
in the partition function because they cannot preserve the sum 
assertion). Therefore the number of undetectable double-word 
errors in this case is given by 

f (2 ,  aJ-1 - aJ+2* aJ + aJ+1 - 2aJ+2) - 
Example 2: Let m = 4,n = 4, and A = 4.3,2,1.  From 

Theorem 2, there are 20 different double-word error arrays 
that are undetected by the order assertion. The following is an In fact, one can easily derive the following closed-form for 
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/-3 f ( 2 .  a ,  B )  = 0, a < -. 
2 

The total number of undetectable double-word errors in 
class 1) is given by 

71-1 

J=l  

Next, we count the number of undetectable double-word 
errors in class 2). Now assume that errors occur in two 
non-adjacent locations z and i + j + 1 corresponding to 
words a; and a,+j+l, where j 2 1. Suppose error in a, 
increases its integer value. The maximum possible increment 
is ni-1- ai. This has to be compensated by an error in ai+j+l 

which decreases its integer value by a corresponding amount. 
The maximum possible decrement is a;+j+l - n;+j+2. The 
maximum increments or decrements are govemed by the fact 
that the sequence has to be monotone even in the presence 
of errors. Therefore the number of possible double errors that 
preserve the sum, the order and increase the value of is 
inin{a,-l - ~l i : a i+ j+~  - u,+j+2}. In a similar manner we 
can show that the number of double-word errors undetected 
by the order-sum assertion that decrease the value of ai is 
min{a; -a;+l. ai+, - c ~ i + ~ + l } .  Given a fixed i ,  index j can be 
selected from the range [l . . . , r ~ - i -  11. Therefore, the number 
of undetected double-word errors involving ai is given by 

n-i-1 

Adding class 1) and class 2) cardinalities, the number of 
undetectable double-word errors by the order-sum assertion 
is given by 

n-1 

TABLE 111 
EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION FOR DOUBLE-WORD ERRORS 

(The words in the bold font are the words in error) 

41% 171 
4 , 3 , 3 . 0  
3,3.3.1 
3 , 3 , 2 , 2  
4 . 4 , 2 . 0  
4.2 .2 .2  

Table I11 is an experimental validation of Theorems 2 and 
3 for double-word errors. The number of double-word errors 
injected was lo6. The experiments were done on 5 different 
10-word (n  = 10) data arrays. The precision of words was 6 
bits (rn = 63). The estimated undetected errors was based on 
exact estimates provided by Theorems 2 and 3. There is close 
agreement (within statis- tical variance due to experimental 
errors) between the experimental and estimated values. About 
96 percent of double-word errors are detected by the order 
assertion. The order-sum assertion detects greater than 99 
percent of double-word errors. In practice, 71 is significantly 
smaller than m so the enhancement of the order assertion to the 
order-sum assertion does provide a significant reduction in the 
aliasing fraction. The improvement factor column in this table 
shows the factor reduction in the number of undetectable errors 
by using order-sum assertion. Using results from [ 121, the 
estimated percentage of errors not detected by sum assertion 
for this experiment is 1.58%(l/rri * 100,m = 63) which is 
almost ten times that of order-sum assertion (Table 111). In 
this example, we see that the order-sum assertion gives factor 
of 10 improvement over the sum assertion and factor of 25 
improvement (from Table 111) over the order assertion. 

V. ALL POSSIBLE WORD ERRORS 

Analysis of double-word errors in the foregoing section 
demonstrates the complexity in obtaining exact estimates on 
the number of undetected errors for the order and the order- 
sum assertions. The exact estimate of undetected errors for the 
order-sum assertion involves a partition function of numbers. 
Exact analysis of more than double-word errors is difficult. In 
this section error detection analysis is presented for arbitrary 
errors in the data words. 

Theorem 4: Given all possible errors in array A,  if the order 
assertion is used then the number S(71. vi) of undetected errors 
is given by 

Example3: Let n = 4 , m  = 4 , A  = 4 3 . 2 ,  1. From 
Theorem 3, there are six double-word errors which are missed 
by the order-sum assertion. Following is their enumeration. 
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Proof: Let C(n,m)  = S(n , rn )  + 1. C(m,n)  is the 
number of monotone sequences {u,  ) j  = 1. . . . , n,  such that 
0 5 a, 5 m. The monotone sequences can be partitioned into 
two disjoint classes: 
1) Sequences that have a,  = 0. 
2) Sequences that have a,  2 0. 

There are C(n  - 1,712) class (1) sequences, this 1s obvious 
because if we take any length n - 1 mono- tone sequence 
and append a zero at the end we obtain a class 1) sequence. 
Conversely, from a class 1) sequence if we drop U, we obtain 
a length ri - 1 monotone sequence. There are 4p4pC(n, m - 1) 
class 2) sequences. This fact is true because, if we take a class 
2) sequence and replace each u3 by ai such that a: = a,-1, 
then we a have a monotone sequence { a : } ~  = I , .  . . . i i ,  

such that 0 I: U: 5 rn - 1. Conversely, from any monotone 
sequence {a:}  by adding one to each ai we obtain a class 2) 
sequence. The following recurrence is easily obtained: 
C(71.n) = C ( n , m  - I) + C ( n  - 1 .m)  for m.n 2 
1 C(1. rr1) = 7n+ 1, C(n,  1) = n + 1 are boundary conditions. 

This recurrence can be solved using any standard technique. 
It can be easily shown that 

The reader can prove this using mathematical induction. 
From the definition of C(n. wi) we have 

m + n s(r1,712) = ( R. ) - 1. Q.E.D. 

Example 4: ,111 = 3.  n = 3 and A = 3 , 2 , 1 .  From Theorem 
4, S(3 .3)  = 19. The 19 arrays that are not detected are: 

3 , 3 . 3  3 .3 .2  3,3,1 3.3.0 3 , 2 , 2  3 , 2 . 0  3 , l . l  
3 , l . O  3.0.0 2 . 2 . 2  2 , 2 . 1  2 , 2 . 0  2 , l . l  
2 .1 .0  2 ,0 ,0  1.1.1 1.1.0 1 ,0 ,0  0 ,o .o  

The aliasing fraction in this case is given by 
m + 71, Aliasing fraction = & [ ( ) - I ] .  

To count the number of undetectable errors by the order-sum 
assertion some preliminary definitions and results are useful. 

Definition 2: Function p ( n ,  m, I C )  is the number of parti- 
tions of k into exactly n parts such that each part is less than 
or equal to vi. 

Identity ( 1 )  follows from Definitions 1 and 2: 

Theorem 5: The function p ( n .  vi, I C )  satisfies the following 
recurrence relation: 

429 

Proof: Consider all the partitions enumerated by 
p ( n ,  m ,  I C ) .  Order them by the last element in the partition. 
Take the partitions that end with the last element 1, delete 
that 1 we get p ( n  - 1,713,, IC - 1). In general, take the 
partitions that end with the last element i. Delete that 1, 
and subtract i - 1 from the rest of the n - 1 parts, we get 
p ( n  - 1, m - i + 1. IC - 1 - ( i  - 1)n).  Therefore we have 

p(71. m, k )  = Cp(71 - 1,711 - i + 1, IC - 1 - ('i - 1)n) 
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Q.E.D. 
Theorem 6: If the order-sum assertion is used and all pos- 

sible word errors are assumed then the number of undetectable 
errors is f ( n , r r i , k )  - 1. Here k = sum(A). 

Proof: The number of undetectable errors by the order- 
sum assertion is the number of monotone sequences { u i } j  = 
1, . . . . n, where 0 5 a> 5 m, a; = k ,  and there is at least 
one j such that U; # U,. Using Ferrer's graph [ 11, we can show 
a bijection from the set of all length 71 monotone sequences 
{ay)  with E a ,  = k to the set of all partitions of IC into at 
most n parts such that each part 5 m. The number of such 
partitions is f ( n ,  m, I C ) .  This also counts the error free case. 
Therefore, the number of undetectable errors by the order-sum 
assertion is f (n , :  rn. I C )  - 1. Q.E.D. 

The aliasing fraction for the order-sum assertion is given by 
Aliasing fraction = {c$jt)I: 
The aliasing fraction for the order assertion for all possible 
word errors is independent of the data words in array A; 
however, for the order-sum assertion the aliasing fraction is 
dependent on the data words of A. To estimate the worst case 
aliasing fraction for the order-sum assertion, an upper-bound 
on f ( n ,  712, I C )  is needed. It is well known [l] that the function 
f ( 7 ~  m, k )  exhibits unimodal' behavior as IC varies from 0 
to the maximum value rnn. This function has the maximum 
value when integer k is the ceiling or floor of mn/2. See [9] 
for a combinatorial proof of the unimodality of f ( n ,  rn, k ) .  
There is no known closed form expression for f(., rn, I C ) .  In 
Theorem 7, an asymptotic formula for f ( 7 ~  m, k )  is derived 
by exploiting the unimodality of this function. 

Theorem 7: The following is an asymptotic formula for the 
function f ( 7 1 ,  m, I C ) :  

f ( n . m . k )  = ( ni + ri ) v 6  
J.irmn(m + n + 1) 

Proof: f ( n ,  m, I C )  is the coefficient of qk [ l ]  in the 
following generating function: 

(1 - p + " ) ( l  - p + , - l ) .  . . (1  - @ + I )  

(1 - p ) ( I - q m - l ) . ' . ( l - q ) .  
G(7). m: 9 )  = 

We estimate f ( 7 ~ .  7 r ~ .  k ) ,  by formulating this problem in terms 
of probability theory. It is well known that the coefficients 

' Class of functions that monotonically increase to a maximum value and 
then monotonically decrease. 
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TABLE IV 
EXACT AND ASYMP~OTIC ESTIMATES  OF^( 71.7l1, I;) 

157,706 159,337 

17,528 17,115 

4 I 99 I 171 I 26.367 1 27,074 

8 I 99 I 401 1 1,508,428,039 I 1,537,500,087 

f ( n ,  m, I C )  exhibit unimodal behavior. We can fit these coef- 
ficients in a Gaussian Distribution. By removing the poles at 
q = 1 in G(n,m;q)  we can show that 

Let h(n,m;q) = G ( n ) m ; q )  

( m ;  ’”).. 
Clearly, h(n. m; 1) = l . h (n ,  m; q )  behaves as a probability 

moment generating function. The mean p and variance o2 can 
be obtained as follows: 

p = h’(n, m; 1) 
and o2 = h”(n, m; 1) + h’(7i, m; 1) - h’(n, m; 1)2 

After some algebra, we can show that p = mn/2, and 
o2 = mn(m+n+ 1)/12. Using the values of mean, variance, 
and the probability density function, we get the following 
asymptotic formula: 

rri + n fi 
7rmn(m + n + 1) 

Q.E.D. 

It is clear from the asymptotic formula that f ( n ,  m, k) has 
the maximum value when IC is close to mn/2. Table IV 
compares asymptotic estimates with exact values of f ( n ,  m, k) 
for some values of m, n. k. The exact estimates were obtained 
using Identity (1) and the results in Theorem 5. The asymptotic 
values closely track the exact values whenever IC is in the 
neighborhood of mn/2. This is sufficient for estimating an 
upper bound on the aliasing fraction for the order-sum asser- 
tion. From the structure of the asymptotic formula it can be 
easily seen that the number of undetected errors by the order 

assertion is reduced by at least a factor of A .For  
large m, n this is a significant reduction in the aliasing fraction. 

7Tmn(m+n+l) 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Effectiveness analysis of the order and the order-sum asser- 
tions has been presented in this paper. The order assertion was 
shown to exhibit poor error detection behavior in certain error 
situations. The use of order-sum assertion enhances the error 
detection capability of the order assertion and the sum asser- 
tion. This was shown both analytically and experimentally. An 
advantage of the order assertion is that it does not require any 
encoding of the data. However, the sum assertion does require 
the encoding of the input data B with the corresponding 

sum(B) value. This requires an additional O(n)  complexity. 
Throughout this paper the analysis of the order-sum assertion 
was based on the assumption that summation of a, was done 
without loss in precision. 

The following issues were not considered in this paper and 
could be future research problems. 

1) The effectiveness of the order-sum assertion under the 
assumption that the sum is computed modulo some finite 
number needs to be analyzed. 

2 )  The error detection analysis in this paper was based 
on the assumption that the data words in arrays are 
unsigned integers. For signed integers the results in 
this paper are still applicable because the sum assertion 
can be implemented in the watchdog checker such 
that it treats these integers as unsigned. Any other 
data type (like floating-point numbers) also has a finite 
bit- field representation in memory. This finite bit-field 
representation can be treated as long integers by the 
watchdog checker. For example, the checking program 
implementing the sum assertion can interpret double 
precision 64-bit floating point numbers as unsigned 64- 
bit integers. The permutation property of sorting implies 
the sum assertion as long as the addition operation is 
commutative. The calculation of the number of errors 
that preserve the order and order-sum assertion for 
non-integer data types is not as simple as it was for 
integer data types. For example, in single-word errors 
the number of possible erroneous a,, 2 5 i 5 n - 1, such 
that order(A) is preserved is a,-1 - a,+l. The range of 
values that a, can assume is computed merely by taking 
the arithmetic difference between a,-l and a,+l. This is 
not true for other non-integer data types. Error detection 
analysis for other important data types needs to be done. 

3) In addition to the sum assertion, there are other asser- 
tions (e.g., product of data words in B = product of 
data words in A )  that are implied by the permutation 
property of sorting. It would be worthwhile to investigate 
error detection behavior of assertions (other than sum 
assertion) implied by the permutation property. 
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